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This presentation contains information on the new Encryption Technology (DB2 Native Encryption) that was 

delivered in DB2 10.5 FP5. The material within this presentation was derived from the DB2 10.5 FP5 Skills 

Transfer session that was developed by: 

 

• Mihai Iacob 

• Geoffrey Ng 

• Hamdi Roumani 

• Greg Stager 

 

Some of the speaker notes were derived from DB2 documentation and blog contents from Walid Rjaibi (CTO, 

Guardium Data Security). 

 

For questions or feedback regarding this presentation, please contact George Baklarz (baklarz@ca.ibm.com) 

so that any corrections or changes can be made to the original charts. 
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This presentation will cover four sections: 

 

1)An overview of Encryption - Why the need for encryption (or why you really need encryption!) 

2)The IBM DB2 Encryption Offering details 

3)Key Management – How keystores are created and managed 

4)Encrypting databases in DB2 

5)Backup and Restore process with encrypted databases 

6)Utilities, Diagnostics, and other considerations when using encryption 
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This section will explore the reasons why encryption are important and what types of encryption technology 

there are in the marketplace. Some terminology will also be introduced in this section so that the DB2 

commands in the next section will be easier to understand. 
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Most people will agree that securing your data from theft and espionage are very important. However, there are 

worldwide regulations in place that concern data security and it's the law in some countries that you must 

adequately protect your data. 

Companies span the globe and work with partners and colleagues around the world.  Companies need to be 

aware of global regulations.  We can expect an increase in regulations going forward.  

There are also voluntary compliance requirements such as PCI which are growing in importance. 
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Increasingly, businesses desire or are mandated to encrypt sensitive data to meet organizational or regulatory 

requirements.  

 

Some of the major governance regulations are  

• PCI, Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), HIPAA 

• Data Breach Disclosure Laws, Gramm-Leach-Bliley, Basel II 

 

The DB2 Encryption Offering assists organizations to meet those requirements by providing, natively within the 

IBM DB2 database engine itself, encryption capabilities that encrypt data at rest for the entire database, 

including backup images. DB2's native encryption ensures that sensitive data is encrypted and secured at all 

times. Deployment of DB2's native encryption is straightforward to enable, transparent to the applications 

accessing the data, and is applied to backups as well. DB2's native encryption meets the requirements of NIST 

SP 800-131 compliant cryptographic algorithms and utilizes FIPS 140-2 certified cryptographic libraries.  

 

This offering is available on IBM DB2 Enterprise Server Edition, IBM DB2 Workgroup Server Edition, and IBM 

DB2 Express® Server Edition for an additional charge. For those customer that already have DB2 Advanced 

Enterprise Server Edition, and DB2 Advanced Workgroup Server Edition, this feature is included at no 

additional charge. This feature is also included in the free DB2 Express Community Edition (Express-C) so that 

developers can prototype the technology for future production use. 
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The Encryption key is used to control the cryptographic algorithm that is used to "encrypt" and obfuscate the 

contents of the data. Encryption keys have various lengths which go from 128 bits up to 256 bits. The number 

of bits that are used are called the key length, and generally speaking, the larger the number of bits, the 

stronger the encryption. 

 

Encryption strength refers to the amount of effort or complexity required in order to "crack" the code. A 256 bit 

key would require a huge number of computations in order to "brute force" find the key. It is estimated that even 

a 128-bit key would take at least 30 years of compute power to guess.  

 

The process of encrypting data is relatively simple – the data is encrypted with the key and then decrypted 

using the same key. Unless the key is known, there is no way to decrypt the data. In fact, losing the key would 

result in the data being lost because there is no method that can be used to recover the key. 
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Symmetric key algorithms use the same key for encrypting and decrypting the data. The most common 

versions of symmetric encryption algorithms includes AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) and 3DES (Triple 

DES, or Data Encryption Standard). 

 

In cryptography, Triple DES (3DES) is the common name for the Triple Data Encryption Algorithm (TDEA or 

Triple DEA) symmetric-key block cipher, which applies the Data Encryption Standard (DES) cipher algorithm 

three times to each data block. 

 

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a specification for the encryption of electronic data established by 

the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001. AES is the successor of DES as 

standard symmetric encryption algorithm for US federal organizations. AES uses keys of 128, 192 or 256 bits, 

although, 128 bit keys provide sufficient strength today.  
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Asymmetric Encryption Algorithms require a public/private key combination. The text is encrypted using a 

public key, but the data can only be decrypted using a private key. The keys are mathematically related, but it 

is virtually impossible to derive the private key because of the complexity involved.  

 

The common forms of Asymmetric algorithms includes RSA, ECC, and Diffie-Hellman. Note that Asymmetric 

Encryption is typically used for communication of emails, transactions, etc… on the internet. It tends to require 

more processing power than Symmetric algorithms, so data at rest (i.e. databases) applications use Symmetric 

algorithms. 
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Customer may ask about the strength of the encryption and the length of an encryption key. It is important to 

know that the number of bits used is different for Symmetric versus Asymmetric algorithms. If someone states 

that they require at least 3000 bits of key length then they are referring to an Asymmetric algorithm (RSA) not 

AES. This charts compares the various encryption formats and their bit lengths. A 128-bit AES key is extremely 

secure and may be sufficient for most customers. In any case, other key bit lengths are available, up to 256 bits 

long. Note that 3DES is not shown on this slide. 3DES uses 168-bit keys for encryption. 
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Encryption key management refers to the secure management of keys during their lifecycle. The key is a 

critical part of any encryption environment and needs to be protected like any other object within the operating 

environment. 

 

Keys can be kept either locally (in a keystore), or in an enterprise key manager. For this release of DB2, the 

keys are stored in a local keystore and the use of an enterprise key manager is not supported. The requirement 

to place keys in an enterprise key manager is high on the priority list. However, this is not a guarantee that this 

feature will be released at any time in the future. 
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Encryption key wrapping refers to the encrypting of one key with another key. The keystore contains a "master" 

key to the database. This master key is used to encrypt the key that is found within the database (database 

encryption key). The database encryption key is what is used to encrypt the data within the database. The 

reason for having this two-tiered approach is to improve the security of the system and improve the 

performance of key rotation (which is described in a later slide). 

 

DB2 makes use of the IBM Global Security Kit (GSKit) libraries to create, store, and manage the keys required 

for encrypting databases. Key data (i.e. keys, certificates, and related information) are stored in a keystore, a 

file stored in the operational environment. The initial release of DB2 Encryption implements the keystore 

locally. The keys are managed used an industry standard 2-tier model: 

  

•Actual data is encrypted with a Data Encryption Key (DEK)  

•DEK is encrypted with a Master Key (MK)  

•DEK is managed within the database while the MK is managed externally  
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A keystore must be created locally (or accessible) so that the DB2 instance is able to access it. This keystore 

will contain Master Keys. These master keys contain labels so that they can be easily referenced during create 

database commands and other maintenance procedures. 

 

You can create a master key manually, or have DB2 create them for you automatically. These Master Keys are 

used to encrypt the Database key within DB2, not the actual data within the database. 

 

When an encrypted database is created, DB2 will generate a random key internally. This key will be used to 

encrypt the contents of the database. This key that was generated by DB2 is then itself encrypted with the 

Master Key and stored within the database image itself. This means that if the database is removed from the 

system (i.e. the keystore is not available), the database cannot be decrypted because it needs the master key 

to decrypt the key that was used to encrypt the database. Someone would need access to the keystore and the 

database in order to be able to decrypt it. 
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This slide (created by Jennifer Chen) nicely summarizes the relationship between the keys used in DB2 

Encryption.  
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IBM DB2 Encryption Offering is the official name of the encryption product. This section will discuss the product 

and how a customer can implement encryption at a database level. 
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DB2 native encryption uses a symmetric encryption scheme for both the database and the backup images. 

Two symmetric encryption algorithms are supported: AES and 3DES. Encryption is supported for all DB2 

configurations including DPF and pureScale. Similarly, encryption is supported for all types of tables including 

column organized tables (BLU Acceleration). The sections below cover the top 5 things you need to know 

about DB2 native encryption. 

  

•DB2 native encryption is transparent to your applications and schemas 

•Key Management is secure and transparent 

•DB2 native encryption encrypts both your online data and your backup imagesDB2 native encryption employs 

certified and compliant cryptography, and exploits hardware acceleration for cryptographic operations. 

•DB2 native encryption supports encrypting your existing DB2 databases 

 

The Encryption feature is available on the following supported hardware platforms: 

  

•AIX®, HP-UX, Linux 64 bit, Linux Power® System Big Endian 

•Linux System z®, Inspur K-UX 

•Solaris 64-bit SPARC, Solaris 64-bit Intel™ or AMD, Microsoft™ Windows 64 bit 

  

The encryption feature is not available on any 32-bit platform. 

 



This offering is available on IBM DB2 Enterprise Server Edition, IBM DB2 Workgroup Server Edition, and IBM 

DB2 Express® Server Edition for an additional charge. For those customer that already have DB2 Advanced 

Enterprise Server Edition, and DB2 Advanced Workgroup Server Edition, this feature is included at no 

additional charge. This feature is also included in the free DB2 Express Community Edition (Express-C) so that 

developers can prototype the technology for future production use. 

 

Note: Prices illustrated are US dollars only. Prices will vary by country and the feature may not be available in 

all countries. 

 

A LU Virtual Server is a physical server or a virtual server created by partitioning the resources available to a 

physical server using an eligible virtualization technology. 
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All data that DB2 creates that could have sensitive data in it will be encrypted. Note that in the event of a 

database failure, some of the data may need to be decrypted for diagnostic purposes. If a customer loses their 

keystore database (or password), IBM has no facility to retrieve the lost keys. 

 

Note: Some control information within the database is not encrypted, but no user data is exposed. Any user 

data will be encrypted by DB2. 
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IBM DB2 Encryption Offering is the official name of the encryption product. This section will discuss the product 

and how a customer can implement encryption at a database level. 
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DB2 makes use of the IBM Global Security Kit (GSKit) libraries to create, store, and manage the keys required 

for encrypting databases.  

 

GSKit is a set of tools and C/C++ programming interfaces that can be used to add secure channels using the 

TLS protocol to TCP/IP applications (products). It also provides the cryptographic functions, the protocol 

implementation, and key generation and management functionality for encryption. GSKit ships only compiled 

object code and header files. GSKit is only for IBM internal use and is not offered for sale as a standalone 

product, i.e., it is designed for the use in other IBM products only. 

Note: The routines that are used with the GSKit have been certified to conform to the FIPS security 

specifications. 
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The GSKIt commands are used to create a PKCS#12-compliant keystore (a storage object for encryption 

keys). Then the DB2 instance is updated with the location of the keystore and the keystore type and location. 

The gsk8capicmd_64 command must be run prior to creating any DB2 databases that use encryption.  The 

keystore that is created must be accessible by the DB2 instance, otherwise none of the encrypted databases 

can be opened for use. 

The parameters listed in the slide are all required, except for the –stash keyword, which is discussed in the 

next slide.   
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The GSKit can also create a stash file during keystore creation. A stash file is used as an automatic way of 

providing a password. When accessing a key database the system will first check for the existence of a stash 

file. If one exists the contents of the file will be decrypted and used as input for the password. Otherwise, the 

password will need to be supplied on db2 startup. 

Some customers may want to modify db2start scripts to supply passwords rather than stash the password (i.e. 

to prevent disk theft or loss) 

 

PASSARG has two forms of supplying the password: 

  

•fd:<file descriptor> where password has been written to open pipe 

•filename:<filename> where the first line of the file contains the password 

 

If you start a database without the open keystore parameter, any client wanting to connect to an encrypted 

database will get a connection failure. You will need to issue the db2start command again with the proper 

password for the keystore in order to have access opened up to the database. 
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Some customers may want to modify db2start scripts to supply passwords rather than stash the password. If a 

stash file is not available during DB2 start processing (and no passwords were provided for the keystore), DB2 

will start normally, but the encrypted databases cannot be accessed. 

In order to access these encrypted databases, the db2start command must be issued again, but with the 

password for the stash file supplied using the open keystore USING… option. 

PASSARG has two forms of supplying the password: 

•fd:<file descriptor> where password has been written to open pipe 

•filename:<filename> where the first line of the file contains the password 

The customer will need to decide whether or not it is worth the risk of having a stashed keystore password, or 

delaying the startup of a database due to system maintenance or a restart. 
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DB2 can do all of the keystore management automatically, including the generation of master key labels. The 

only customer requirement is to create the initial keystore. 

Master keys are used to encrypt the database key. This is the two-level key wrapping that was mentioned 

earlier in the presentation. DB2 generates a database key automatically (inside the database and invisible to 

the user). This database key is used to encrypt the contents of the database. The database key is stored within 

the database itself, but it must be encrypted first by the master key. And it is the master key that is stored in the 

keystore. 

If you do decide to create a master key label, you must create it using the gsk8capicmd_64 and generate the 

appropriate encryption key (more on this later). There are a couple of situations that creating your own keys is 

necessary: 

•Using different keys for offsite recovery (where the keystore may not be available) 

•Using HADR and having a different keystore at the secondary site 
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DB2 needs to be made aware of the location and type of keystore that is being used for encryption. There are 

two new instance parameters that will need to be updated before encryption can be used. 

•keystore_type  

 

The keystore type can be either NULL or PKCS12. NULL means that there is no keystore defined for this 

instance, and no databases under this instance are encrypted. 

 

PKCS12 specifies that the keystore type is PKCS #12. The value of the keystore_location configuration 

parameter is used to configure the location of the keystore. You cannot set keystore_type to PKCS12 unless 

the keystore_location database manager configuration parameter is set to a non-NULL file name. 

 

•keystore_location 

 

When this value is NULL it means that there is no keystore defined for this instance, and no databases under 

this instance are encrypted. You can't set keystore_location to NULL unless the keystore_type database 

manager configuration parameter is set to NULL. 

 

Best practice is to set both parameters at the same time to avoid any errors. 
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This section will explain how DB2 databases can be encrypted and the options that are available to a user. 
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The CREATE DATABASE command has a number of options related to the level of encryption. Two types of 

encryption ciphers are supported (AES, 3DES), along with a variety of key lengths. The full syntax is: 

  

CREATE DATABASE <name> ENCRYPT 

     CIPHER [ AES | 3DES ] 

     KEY LENGTH [ 128 | 168 | 192 | 256 ] 

     MASTER KEY LABEL [label] 

 

Here is the simplest version of the CREATE DATABASE command that will generate an encrypted database.  

  

CREATE DATABASE SECRET ENCRYPT 

  

There are no special requirements for users or applications to provide any keys to access the database. All of 

the normal security features within DB2 would be used to restrict user access to tables and the types of 

commands administers can issue.  

If you supply a master key in the CREATE DATABASE command, the key must exist in the keystore; otherwise 

DB2 will issue an error message and not create the database. 
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Cipher 

Cipher refers to the type of algorithm that will be used to encrypt the data in the database. DB2 supports two 

encryption algorithms, AES and 3DES. Both forms of encryption use a symmetric-key algorithm, meaning the 

same key is used for both encrypting and decrypting the data. 

  

Key Length 

The key length is dependent on which cipher you chose to use for the encryption. The options are: 

•AES – 128, 192, 256 

•3DES – 168 

If you do not specify a key length, the default for AES is 256 and the key length can only be 168 for 3DES. 

 

Master Key Label 

When you create a database without a Master Key Label, DB2 will automatically generate one for you. The 

encryption algorithm that is used for encrypting with the master key is always AES. If the master key is 

automatically generated by the DB2 data server, it is always a 256-bit key. If a master key label is not specified, 

the database manager automatically generates a master key and inserts it into the keystore file. 
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The built in table function SYSPROC.ADMIN_GET_ENCRYPTION_INFO() returns information regarding the 

current encryption settings in the database, including the master key label.  

  

The ADMIN_GET_ENCRYPTION_INFO() function returns the following information: 

  

•OBJECT_NAME – Name of the object being encrypted. 

•OBJECT_TYPE – Type of object being encrypted. 

•ALGORITHM – Encryption algorithm used. 

•ALGORITHM_MODE – Encryption algorithm mode used. 

•KEY_LENGTH – Encryption key length. 

•MASTER_KEY_LABEL – Master key label associated with the master key used. 

•KEYSTORE_NAME – Absolute path of the keystore file location. 

•KEYSTORE_TYPE – Type of keystore. 

•KEYSTORE_HOST – Host name of the server where the keystore file is located. 

•KEYSTORE_IP – IP address of the server where the keystore file is located. 

•KEYSTORE_IP_TYPE – Type of the IP address of the keystore (IPV4 or IPV6). 

•PREVIOUS_MASTER_KEY_LABEL – Master key label before the last master key rotation took place. If a 

master key rotation has not occurred, this value is the master key label 
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Key rotation refers to the changing of encryption keys for compliance purposes. This is very similar to changing 

a password every 90 days. 

 

Key rotation is done WITHIN the database. The process is as follows. 

 

•The master key for the database is used to decrypt the database key (this is done when the database is 

started) 

•A new master key is generated for the database 

•This new master key is used to encrypt the database key 

 

The database encryption key is never changed. If you did change the database encryption key, you would have 

to re-encrypt the entire database. Instead, only the key that encrypts the database is re-encrypted. This avoids 

having to re-encrypt the entire database. 
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DB2 native encryption allows you to rotate your database MK to comply with your corporate security policies. 

You rotate your database MK by calling the new ADMIN_ROTATE_MASTER_KEY procedure.  

  

The procedure decrypts your database DEK with the old MK and then re-encrypts it with the new MK. You have 

2 options when calling the ADMIN_ROTATE_MASTER_KEY procedure. You can either provide a label for the 

desired new MK or use the default. When using the default, DB2 automatically generates a new master key 

and adds it to the keystore on your behalf. Then, it rotates the current database MK to this newly generated 

MK. 

 

The ADMIN_GET_ENCRYPTION_INFO function can be used to get information about the encryption used for 

the current database. 
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This section will describe the backup and restore considerations when using encryption. 
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The encryption for backup images is independent of online database encryption. That is, you can choose to 

encrypt your backup images even if your online database is not encrypted. You can request an encrypted 

backup image by explicitly specifying the ENCRYPT option of the BACKUP DATABASE command.  

Alternatively, you can enforce and automate backup images encryption by configuring the new ENCRLIB and 

ENCROPTS database configuration parameters.  

This chart lists the names of the libraries that are used compression, encryption, and a combination of 

encryption and compression. If you are setting the ENCRLIB database parameter, you must specify the 

absolute file name of the encryption library (/home/db2inst1/sqllib/lib/libdb2encr.so) rather than just the library 

name. On the backup command, you normally only need to supply the library name (libdb2encr.so).  
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When you create an encrypted database, the encrlib and encropts database configuration parameters are set 

such that subsequent database backup operations use the native DB2 encryption library with options that were 

specified at database creation time.  

The encryption for backup images is independent of online database encryption. That is, you can choose to 

encrypt your backup images even if your online database is not encrypted. You can request an encrypted 

backup image by explicitly specifying the ENCRYPT option of the BACKUP DATABASE command. 

Alternatively, you can enforce and automate backup images encryption by configuring the new ENCRLIB and 

ENCROPTS database configuration parameters.  

 

Notes: 

If you do not want to backup the database with encryption, you need to remove the ENCRLIB and ENCROPTS 

settings. Only a SECADM is authorized to update the ENCRLIB/ENCROPTS settings on a database. 
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For normal databases (with no encryption set), you can make use of the ENCRLIB and ENCROPTS 

parameters on the backup command. This gives you the option of having the backups encrypted for offsite 

storage. When you create a standard database, both of these parameters are set to null. 

 

You can request an encrypted backup image by explicitly specifying the ENCRYPT/ENCRLIB option of the 

BACKUP DATABASE command.  
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Restoring an encrypted backup on top of an existing database requires no additional parameters. The existing 

encryption settings of the database will be used as the data is being restored. 
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What happens during the RESTORE process is that the database is created first, and then the contents of the 

backup are placed into the new database. Unless you specify the encryption options, the new database is 

created without appropriate encryption and the restore of the backup image will fail.  

  

To fix this, we need to add the encryption options to the command. These are exactly the same parameters as 

found on the CREATE DATABASE command: 

  

•Encrypt – Required keyword 

•Cipher - AES or 3DES 

•Key Length - 128, 168, 192, 256 

•Master Key Label 

  

Adding these options to the RESTORE command will allow the recovery to proceed. The encryption options on 

restore can also be different than what the database was originally backed up with. 
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If you are unsure of what settings were used when a backup was created, you can use the 'show master key 

details' option in the ENCRLIB setting to dump the information into a file. 

Then the restore command runs it will prompt the user on whether or not the existing database should be 

overwritten. This does NOT happen during the restore process. So while the message seems to imply that the 

database will be replaced, it is not.  

A file will be generated in the db2dump directory with the format: 

<DATABASE>.#.<instance>.<partition>.<timestamp>.masterkeydetails 

The contents of the file will contain detailed information on the encryption settings of the backup. 

KeyStore Type: PKCS12 

KeyStore Location: /home/db2inst1/db2/db2keys.p12 

KeyStore Host Name: localhost.localdomain 

KeyStore IP Address: 127.0.0.1 

KeyStore IP Address Type: IPV4 

Encryption Algorithm: AES 

Encryption Algorithm Mode: CBC 

Encryption Key Length: 256 

Master Key Label: DB2_SYSGEN_db2inst1_SECRET_2015-02-09-04.28.34[d 
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DB2 relies on the keystore file and stash file to get access to the key required to decrypt the database. When 

you move a backup copy to another server, you may have a different keystore with different master keys.  

 You have a couple of options on how a backup image can be restored. One is to export the master key from 

the original keystore (with the gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -export command). The key that is exported can then be 

imported into the keystore on the second system. You may also have the keyfile that you created when 

generating the master key. If so, you could just take that file and recreate the key at the second site. 

The other option is to make the entire keystore available on the second server, but this would mean replacing 

the contents of the file at the second site. This would not be practical if there were production systems running 

there.  

Finally, you can use the following technique to move a backup to another server: 

•Create a new master key label to be used for the backup: label4systemb 

•Extract the key from the keystore on system A, securely copy it to system B, import it into the keystore on 

system B. 

•Take the encrypted backup and specify 'master key label=label4systemb' via encropts 

•Copy the encrypted backup to system B 

•Restore the encrypted backup on system B 

You will note the importance of the keystore file. It is critical that the keystore be frequently backed up and 

stored in a safe place. In addition, this file needs to be accessed only by the instance owner, and no one else.  
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This slide summarizes the types of backup you can perform on encrypted and normal databases. Note that if 

ENCRLIB and ENCROPTS are set, there is no way for a DBA to override the settings. 

If ENCROPTS is not set, the backup will always be encrypted, but the DBA can specify the encryption level, the 

cipher used, and the master key label. 
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This section discusses some of the miscellaneous items associated with encryption. 
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A number of DB2 tools have been modified to support encrypted databases. The utilities will always look for the 

keystore based on the KEYSTORE_LOCATION parameter that was set at the instance level. There is no other 

way to specify the keystore location. 

The additional arguments that are added to these utilities includes the ability to supply the keystore password in 

either a file, a named pipe, or by prompting on the command line. 

There are three utilities which do not support encryption. 

 

• db2pxlog 

• db2PatchLog 

• db2logscan 

 

The following products do not support encryption at this time 

 

• Recovery Expert 

• Shadow tables [encryption is supported, but the data that is staged will be decrypted] 

 

The recovery expert does support encryption yet.  



The db2diag log is a source of information on errors that might occur when using encryption. Aside from 

figuring out what errors you have with the encryption, you can also get information on key rotations that took 

place within the database. 
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In addition to the DB2 Native Encryption option, customers can also purchase the InfoSphere Guardium Data 

Encryption product. This product encompasses more than just the database files as illustrated in the following 

diagram. 

 

InfoSphere Guardium Data Encryption appeals to Enterprise Security teams who want to manage 

heterogeneous databases along with application and file system files. 

  

The DB2 Native Encryption option is targeted at DBA and Application teams who want to encrypt databases 

and backup images. The technology is easy to implement and can be deployed at the application layer, rather 

than requiring everything to be encrypted. This technology is also well suited for Cloud deployments. 

 

From a technology perspective, InfoSphere Guardium supports all DB2 platforms, except for the DB2 

pureScale feature, which can only be encrypted on the AIX platform. The DB2 Native Encryption supports 

pureScale on Linux as well as AIX. In addition, the IBM DB2 Encryption option supports encryption and 

compression on backup, while the IGDE product does not support compression on an encrypted backup. 
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It is possible to convert an existing unencrypted database into an encrypted database. The approach is as 

follows: 

 

•First, you take a backup of your existing database using the BACKUP DATABASE command.  

•Then, restore that backup image into a new database using the RESTORE DATABASE command. When 

invoking the RESTORE DATABASE command, you specify the new ENCRYPT option. This new option mirrors 

exactly the ENCRYPT option of the CREATE DATABASE command. That is, the default is that your new 

database will be encrypted using AES 256, but you can choose different algorithms and key sizes if so desired. 

 

There is no utility that will allow you to encrypt a database in place. For this reason, a customer will have to do 

some planning to allow for a sufficient amount of time to do a full database restore. 
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This slide explains the steps that are required to implement encryption and the responsibilities that a customer 

has to manage their keystore database. 

 

The most important point is that the customer is responsible for backing up the keystore! If you lose the 

keystore you loose access to your databases! 
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Thank-you! 



IBM DB2 Encryption Offering is the official name of the encryption product. This section will discuss the product 

and how a customer can implement encryption at a database level. 
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Creating a master key label involves the use of the gsk8capicmd_64 and the –secretkey –add option. The 

command needs to know the location of the keystore for the database, the password (if it is not stashed), the 

name (label) of your secret key, and a file that contains the secret key. 

The next slide explains the contents of the file. 
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The secret key that you generate for your master key label must be either 16, 24, or 32 bytes long. This key is 

used to encrypt the database key (which subsequently encrypts the actual database contents).  

You could edit a file directly an place exactly 32 characters in it (16=128 bits, 24=192 bits, 32=256 bits). Rather 

than relying on readable characters, the head –c 32 /dev/random command in Linux could be used to generate 

a random string of characters to use as input for the key. 

The key file that you generate is then used with the –secretkey –add option to be placed into the keystore. 
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While not recommended, you could delete a master key label by using the –cert –delete option of the 

gsk8capicmd_64 command. One of the reasons you want to keep master keys around is that you may have 

done a backup some time in the past, and unless you have kept the specific master key for that backup, you 

will not be able to restore it. 

The –list command is used to extract the names of the certificates (master key labels) that are within the 

keystore. 

Note that the user must have access to the stash file or the password for the keystore in order to issue these 

commands. 
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There are situations where you may want to export the master key label to another system. For instance, the 

backups that are generated for an encrypted database are (generally speaking) encrypted as well. If you want 

to restore this database on a different server, then that server will need access to the master key label. 

There are two methods available to move a master key. One method is to use the –extract command which 

takes the contents of the current encryption key and places it into a file. This file can then be moved to a 

second system where you would use the –secretkey –add instructions to place it into the local keystore. 

One of the drawbacks of using this approach is that the key file that is generated, is not encrypted. If this file 

were intercepted at any point, you've got a serious security exposure. 

The –export option is a more secure way of transporting a master key. The –export takes the master key that 

you specify and places it into a file that is encrypted, using a password that you supply. This file can be moved 

to the backup system and then added to the local keystore. In this case, if the file were to be lost during 

"transit", the key is not exposed because it is encrypted with a password.  
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Once a master key label file has been moved to another system, you can use the –cert –import option to place 

it into the local keystore. You must have the password that was used to encrypt the key in order for it to be 

decrypted. The keystore that the key is being loaded in to will also require a password. In this case, you can 

use the –stashed option so that the command takes the password from a stash file. If the stash file does not 

exist then you will need to supply the password for the local keystore as well. 

Note that the –db option refers to the master key label file that you generated on the primary system, and 

-target refers to the local keystore.   
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This section discusses some of the miscellaneous items associated with encryption. 
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HADR is supported with encryption. This slide illustrates the steps required in order to have encryption working 

on both sites.  

 

One of the interesting things about encryption and HADR is that one or both of the sites can be encrypted. You 

can choose to have the secondary site encrypted and not the primary (or vice versa). This is fully supported, 

but a warning message will be issued to remind you that they are out of sync. 

 

The same master key must be available on both sites. The best way to do this is to have the same keystore on 

both sites. If there is an existing keystore at the secondary site, then you should export the key from the 

primary and import it into the secondary site. 

 

Keystores on primary and secondary can be kept in sync automatically by using some file level synchronization 

mechanism such as rsync or similar or  by physically sharing the keystore. If doing the master key 

synchronization manually, just add keys to both keystores but make sure it is done to the standby first. 
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The same master key must be available on both sites. The best way to do this is to have the same keystore on 

both sites. If there is an existing keystore at the secondary site, then you should export the key from the 

primary and import it into the secondary site. 

 

HADR also supports key rotation but you must supply a master key label for the key rotation command. Best 

practice is to: 

STANDBY: 

•Add new master key label <Y> to the key store on the standby database. Extract the master key and move it 

to the primary site. 

PRIMARY: 

•Import the master key (same one as used on secondary) into the keystore 

•CALL SYSPROC.ROTATE_MASTER_KEY('<Y>'); 

 

Keystores on primary and secondary can be kept in sync automatically by using some file level synchronization 

mechanism such as rsync or similar or  by physically sharing the keystore. If doing the master key 

synchronization manually, just add keys to both keystores but make sure it is done to the standby first. 
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HADR key rotation is logged in the db2diag file, along with any errors that are caused during rotation. View 

these messages to see cause of key rotation failure. Most common is master key label not present in standby 

keystore. 
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Most problems are related to master key issues. The following scenarios illustrate the potential problems that 

can occur. 

 

Customer creates primary DB using automatically generated master key label. 

• Determine label using the built-in table function 

• Extract master key from primary system's keystore 

• Import master key into standby system's keystore 

• Use this label when restoring backup to create standby database 

Customer creates standby DB using automatically generated master key label 

The standby will immediately drive key rotation as it detects primary is using a different label. 

This will fail as the label does not exist on the standby site (hadr will retry several times but after bring 

down the system). 

Add label and restart. 
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This section discusses some of the miscellaneous items associated with encryption. 
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This slide shows some examples of using the backup and restore commands with encrypted databases. 
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This slide shows some examples of using the backup and restore commands with normal databases. 
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HADR is supported with encryption. This slide illustrates the steps required in order to have encryption working 

on both sites.  

 

One of the interesting things about encryption and HADR is that one or both of the sites can be encrypted. You 

can choose to have the secondary site encrypted and not the primary (or vice versa). This is fully supported, 

but a warning message will be issued to remind you that they are out of sync. 

 

The same master key must be available on both sites. The best way to do this is to have the same keystore on 

both sites. If there is an existing keystore at the secondary site, then you should export the key from the 

primary and import it into the secondary site. 

 

HADR also supports key rotation but you must supply a master key label for the key rotation command. Best 

practice is to: 

STANDBY: 

•Add new master key label <Y> to the key store on the standby database. Extract the master key and move it 

to the primary site. 

PRIMARY: 

•Import the master key (same one as used on secondary) into the keystore 

•CALL SYSPROC.ROTATE_MASTER_KEY('<Y>'); 

 

Keystores on primary and secondary can be kept in sync automatically by using some file level synchronization 

mechanism such as rsync or similar or  by physically sharing the keystore. If doing the master key 

synchronization manually, just add keys to both keystores but make sure it is done to the standby first. 
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HADR also supports key rotation but you must supply a master key label for the key rotation command. Best 

practice is to: 

 

STANDBY: 

•Add new master key label <Y> to the key store on the standby database. Extract the master key and move it 

to the primary site. 

PRIMARY: 

•Import the master key (same one as used on secondary) into the keystore 

•CALL SYSPROC.ROTATE_MASTER_KEY('<Y>'); 

 

Keystores on primary and secondary can be kept in sync automatically by using some file level synchronization 

mechanism such as rsync or similar or  by physically sharing the keystore. If doing the master key 

synchronization manually, just add keys to both keystores but make sure it is done to the standby first. 
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